
HOUSE . . . .  No. 1220
Bill accompanying the petition of James M. Curley and another 

for an amendment of the building law of the city of Boston. M etro
politan Affairs. January  18.

Cf)e Commontoealtf) of Qfjassadwsetts.

In  the Year One Thousand Nine H undred and Eighteen.

AN ACT
Relative to the Construction, Alteration and Maintenance of 

Buildings in the City of Boston.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives in 
General Court assembled, and by the authority of the same, as 
follows:

1 S e c t i o n  1. Chapter five hundred and fifty of the acts
2 of the year nineteen hundred and seven is hereby amended
3 by striking out sections fourteen, fifteen and sixteen and
4 inserting in place thereof the following: —

Q U A LITY  AND STR EN G TH  O F M A TER IA LS.

Methods of Computation.
5 Section 14- — Permits. — Before a permit is granted to
6 erect any building, there must be submitted to the build-
7 ing department complete plans, including such drawings,
8 strain sheets and description as will clearly show the entire
9 construction, assumptions, calculations of stresses and all

10 other details. Such data shall be in the form called for
11 by the building commissioner and calculation sheets must



12 be signed by the architect, engineer, contractor or person
13 responsible for them.
14 Quality of Materials. — All materials shall be of such
15 quality for the purposes for which they are to be used as
16 to insure, in the judgment of the building commissioner,
17 ample safety and security to life, limb and neighboring
18 property. The building commissioner shall have power to
19 reject all materials which in his judgment are unsuitable,
20 and may require tests to be made by the architect, en-
21 gineer, builder or owner to determine the strength of the
22 structural materials before they are incorporated in a
23 building, and may require certified copies of results of tests
24 made elsewhere from the architect, engineer, builder,
25 owner or other interested persons. “ Any test thus required
26 shall be made under the supervision or direction of the
27 commissioner, but at the expense of the owner.”
28 Testing. — The building commissioner may order loading
29 tests to be made at the expense of the owner on any struc-
30 ture, or part thereof a t such time and in such manner as
31 will satisfactorily demonstrate to him that the unit strains
32 in any materials do not exceed those permitted under this
33 act, and that the same is capable of bearing a live and dead
34 load equivalent to fully twice for which it was designed
35 without causing permanent deformation.
36 No such test on the structure shall be required, however,
37 until th irty  days after forms have been removed on por-
38 tions to be tested nor until notice in -writing of the requir-
39 ing of such test has been given by the building commis-
40 sioner to the person who has taken out a permit therefor.
41 Brick. — Brick may be of burned clay, sand lime or
42 cement, and except for nogging, fire stopping and non-
43 bearing and curtain walls not exposed to the weather,
44 shall be hard and strong, of quality approved as satis-
45 factory by the commissioner. Second-hand bricks shall
46 be thoroughly cleaned before being used.
47 Hard brick tested for approval shall develop an average
48 strength of three thousand pounds per square inch. Brick
49 shall be tested flatwise (half bricks permitted), and the
50 average shall be taken on at least five samples. The av-



51 erage allowable absorption shall not exceed fifteen per
52 cent for forty-eight hours.
53 Before brick or other masonry materials are submitted to
54 absorption tests, they shall be dried to practically constant
55 weight a t a temperature between two hundred and twenty-
56 five and two hundred and fifty degrees F. and shall not be
57 fully immersed when placed in the water.
58 Terra Cotta Floor Tile.— Terra cotta floor tile, when
59 tested on end and faced with Portland cement, shall give
60 an average compressive strength of not less than twenty-
61 five hundred pounds per square inch of net area. The
62 average strength shall be computed from the results of
63 tests of ten average tile.
64 Building Blocks.— The term “ block” as used in this
65 section shall mean any shape of brick or tile which forms a
66 hollow or cellular wall.
67 Concrete, hollow and two-piece building blocks shall be
68 made of Portland cement and suitable aggregates in such
69 proportions as to develop the following ultimate compres-
70 sive strength of twenty-eight days, must average one
71 thousand pounds per square inch of gross sectional area
72 of the block as used in the wall and must not fall below
73 seven hundred pounds per square inch in any test, when
74 testing at least six ordinary samples. In  case of hollow
75 building blocks, the gross cross sectional area shall be con-
76 sidered as the product of the length by the width of the
77 block. No allowance shall be made for air spaces of the
78 block. The allowable working stress for such blocks shall
79 not exceed one hundred pounds per gross square inch.
80 Terra cotta building blocks shall be hard burned and
81 shall develop an ultimate crushing strength per square
82 inch of gross area of not less than twelve hundred pounds
83 when tested with the cells placed vertically and three
84 hundred pounds with the cells placed horizontally.
85 The allowable working stress for such blocks shall not
86 exceed one hundred pounds and fifty pounds per gross
87 square inch respectively.
88 The absorption of building blocks to be used for bearing
89 or enclosing walls shall not exceed twelve per cent in



90 forty-eight hours as an average, or more than fifteen per
91 cent in any case.
92 Concrete Aggregates. — The fine aggregates shall be sand
93 or crushed screenings passing a one fourth inch screen.
94 The coarse aggregate shall consist of gravel, crushed stone,
95 slag or cinders retained on a one fourth inch screen.
96 Cinders or slag may be used for aggregate only for walls
97 of one-story buildings, for floor slabs, roof slabs, parti-
98 tions, fireproofing, firestopping and filling.
99 Sand. — Sand or other fine aggregate for concrete shall

100 be of such quality th a t mortar of one part Portland cement
101 and three parts sand by weight shall show a tensile strength
102 of not less than seventy per cent of the strength of mortar
103 made in the same proportions with the same cement and
104 standard Ottawa sand. If tensile strength of such mortar
105 is less than eighty per cent of tha t made with Ottawa sand,
106 additional cement shall be used in such amount as may be
107 required by the commissioner. The commissioner may
108 require such tests when, in his judgment, they are neces-
109 sarv.
110 Stone.— Stone for concrete shall be clean, hard and
111 durable. For reinforced concrete it shall be of suitable
112 size for the work and shall be small enough to allow the
113 concrete to pass readily between and easily surround the
114 reinforcement and fill all parts of the forms.
115 Cinders and Slag. — Cindei’s shall be composed of hard,
116 clean vitreous clinkers reasonably free from sulphides, un-
117 burned, or partially burned coal and ashes. Slag shall be
118 clean aixd hard. Cinders and slag shall be of suitable size
119 for the work.
120 Portland Cement. — Portland cement shall conform to
121 such specifications as may be promulgated by the commis-
122 sioner; or in the absence of such specifications, to the
123 Standard Specifications of the American Society for Test-
124 ing Materials as from time to time revised.
125 Lime. — Lime shall be free from ashes, clinker and other
126 foreigxx material and shall not be air slaked.
127 Lime Mortar.— Lime mortar shall be made of slaked
128 lime or hydrated lime with proper proportion of sand.



129 Cement-Lime Mortar. — Cement-lime mortar shall be
130 thoroughly mixed and made of one part Portland cement,
131 not more than two parts slaked lime or hydrated lime and
132 not more than eight parts of sand by volume, but mixtures
133 with larger proportion of cement shall be allowed higher
134 stress as hereinafter provided.
135 Portland Cement Mortar. — Portland cement mortar shall
136 be thoroughly mixed and made of one part Portland
137 cement and not more than three parts of sand by volume.
138 Lime putty, or hydrated lime, may be added to an amount
139 equal to fifteen per cent of the volume of the cement.
140 Concrete. — Concrete shall mean an approved mixture of
141 Portland cement, water and fine and coarse aggregate.
142 Mixing. — The ingredients shall be thoroughly mixed
143 and the mixing shall continue until the cement is thor-
144 oughly distributed and the mass is uniform in color. For
145 reinforced concrete the consistency shall be such tha t the
146 concrete will entirely enclose the reinforcement but shall
147 not be so wet as to cause separation of the ingredients.
148 Rubble Concrete. — Rubble concrete shall mean an ap-
149 proved mixture of Portland cement, water, fine and coarse
150 aggregate to which after depositing stones are added.
151 Cinder or Slag Concrete. — Cinder or slag concrete may
152 be used for walls of one story buildings for floor slabs,
153 roof slabs, partitions, filling, firestopping and fireproofing
154 only. The run-of-bank gravel shall be used only when ap-
155 proved by the commissioner. When one-man stones are
156 used to form rubble concrete, there shall be not less than
157 three inches between the stones and the forms and between
158 edges of adjacent stones. When stones larger than one-
159 man size are used to form rubble concrete, there shall be
160 not less than six inches between the stones and the forms,
161 and between edges of adjacent stones. Stones shall be
162 clean and wet and shall be deposited in concrete already in
163 place, before the latter has commenced to set.
164 In piers no stone shall be larger than one quarter of the
165 horizontal cross section of the pier. Rubble concrete shall
166 not be used for any projecting footing.
167 Joints formed between portions of concrete placed at



168 different times shall be made in such a manner as not to
169 weaken the completed structure. Whenever fresh concrete
170 joins concrete which is set, or partially set, the surface of
171 the old concrete shall be rough, clean and thoroughly wet.
172 Use of Concrete. ■— Concrete shall be used immediately
173 after mixing, it shall not be placed in the work after it has
174 begun to harden, and it shall be deposited in such manner
175 and under such regulations as to secure a compact mass of
176 the best quality for the proportions used. Forms shall
177 remain until the concrete has hardened so as to be able to
178 carry its load safely, and shall be removed without jar.
179 Inspection of Concrete. — The commissioner may require
180 an applicant for a permit for the structural use of concrete
181 to have an inspector satisfactory to the commissioner at all
182 times on the work while concrete is being mixed or de-
183 posited, and such inspector shall make daily reports to the
184 commissioner on the progress of the work.
185 Steel. — Steel for all structural work in buildings except
186 reinforced concrete work, shall conform to such specifica-
187 tions as may be promulgated by the commissioner or in
188 the absence of such specifications, to the requirements of
189 the Standard Specifications for Structural Steel for Build-
190 ings of the American Society for Testing Materials, as
191 from time to time revised.
192 Wrought Iron. — Wrought iron for structural work in
193 buildings shall conform to such specifications as may be
194 promulgated by the commissioner or in the absence of such
195 specifications, to the requirements of the Standard Speci-
196 fications for Wrought Iron Plates, Class B of the American
197 Society for Testing Materials as from time to time revised.
198 Cast Iron. — Cast iron for all structural work in build-
199 ings shall conform to such specifications as may be promul-
200 gated by the commissioner, or in the absence of such speci-
201 fications, to the requirements of the Standard Specifica-
202 tions for Medium Gray Iron Castings of the American
203 Society for Testing Materials as from time to time revised.
204 Cast Iron Columns. — Cast iron columns shall not be
205 used in the structural frames of buildings whose height
206 exceeds two times the least width of base, nor in any



207 building over one hundred feet high. Cast iron columns
208 shall be faced at ends to a true surface perpendicular to
209 the axis to give full bearing for the cross section of the
210 column.
211 All hollow cast iron columns, except when open at both
212 ends and without flanges, shall have two three eighths of an
213 inch holes drilled on the top or bottom side of the column
214 as cast, if the columns are cast on side, one hole about
215 twelve inches each side of the center of the length of the
216 column, to exhibit thickness of the shell. Columns cast
217 on end shall have two three eighths of an inch holes drilled
218 by the maker, at an angle of ninety degrees to each other
219 at the middle of the column, to exhibit thickness of shell.
220 Additional holes shall be drilled when required by the com-
221 missioner.
222 Cast Iron Bases and Lintels. — Cast iron bases or shoes
223 shall be planed on top. Bases which rest on steel girders
224 shall be planed top and bottom. The thickness of metal
225 shall be not less than one inch. The inclination of the
226 outer edge of the ribs with the horizontal shall be not less
227 than forty-five degrees. Whenever one side of the bed
228 plate exceeds three feet in length a reinforcing flange at
229 least three inches high shall be provided.
230 Cast iron lintels shall be not less than three fourths of
231 an inch in thickness and shall not be used for spans ex-
232 ceeding six feet.
233 Timber. — All timber for structural purposes shall con-
234 form to such specifications as may be promulgated by the
235 commissioner but must be free from defects such as in-
236 jurious ring or round shakes, and through shakes that
237 extend to the surface; unsound and loose knots, and knots
238 in groups th a t will materially impair the strength, rot,
239 worm holes and defects caused by manufacture.
240 Classes o/ Timber. — “ Dense” and “ sound” classes of
241 timber shall be as defined by the American Society for
242 Testing Materials in their Standard Definitions of Terms
243 relating to Structural Timbers.



Strength of Materials.
244 Masonry. — For the purpose of this act masonry shall
245 include such parts of a structure as are constructed with
246 stone, bricks of burnt clay, cement, or sand lime, hollow
247 blocks of burnt clay or concrete, and stone or cinder
248 concrete.
249 Piers. — Any body of masonry less than four feet long
250 in its greatest horizontal dimension shall be called a pier.
251 The height of a pier between openings having a continuous
252 wall above or below them shall be assumed equal to the
253 height of the opening. The height of a pier or wall sup-
254 porting floors or roofs shall be assumed as the distance
255 from top of footing on concrete floor to under side of floor
256 or roof beams or from center to center of beams.
257 Stresses. — The stresses in materials used in the construc-
258 tion of all buildings, produced by their own weight and the
259 loads hereinafter specified, shall not exceed the limits as-
260 signed in this section.

Stress for Brickwork.

M o r t a r  C e m e n t  t o  b e  P o r t l a n d . ( P a r t s
M E A S U R E D  B Y  V O L U M E .)

Piers of Height 
not more than  
Six Tim es their 

Least Dim ension, 
and Walls of 

H eight not more 
than N ine Tim es 

their Least D i
m ension (Tons 

per Square Foot).

Piers of Height 
more than 

Six Times their 
Least Dimension, 

and Walls of 
Height more 

than Nine Times 
their Least Di
mension (Tons 

per Square Foot).

Cem ent mortar as specified in  th is  section, 20 18

2 parts cement, 1 part hydrated or slaked lim e, 8 parts 10 14
sand.

121 part cement, 1 part hydrated or slaked lim e, 6 parts 14
sand.

101 part cement, 2 parts hydrated or slaked lim e, 8 parts 12
sand.

Lime mortar, . . . . . . . . 8



Stress for Concrete.

C e m e n t  t o  b e  P o r t l a n d . T h e  V o l u m e  
g i v e n  f o r  A g g r e g a t e  t o  b e  t h e  V o l u m e  o f  

F i n e  a n d  C o a r s e  A g g r e g a t e  m e a s u r e d

S E P A R A T E L Y  B E F O R E  M IX IN G  A N D  P R O P O R T IO N E D  
SO  AS TO  G IV E  A  D E N S E  M IX T U R E .

Piers of Height 
not more than  

Six Tim es their 
Least D im ension, 
and for Walls of 
H eight not more 
than N ine Tim es 

their Least D i
m ension (Tons 

per Square Foot).

Walls of H eight 
more than  

N in e T im es their 
Least D im ension, 
(Tons per Square 

Foot).

1 part cement, 6  parts aggregate, . . . . . 32  H 2 5

1 part cem ent, 7 ^ 2  parts aggregate, . . . . 26 21

1 part cem ent, 9  parts aggregate, . . . . . 21 17

1 part cem ent, 4 parts run-of-bank gravel, . 16 10

1 part cement, 6 parts run-of-bank gravel, . 11 6

261 No plain concrete bearing pier shall have a greater height
262 unsupported laterally than six times its least dimension,
263 and no plain concrete bearing wall unless it is properly
264 braced by cross walls, piers or other means shall have a
265 greater height unsupported than twelve times its least
266 dimension.

Stresses for Grout and Stone Masonry.

C e m e n t  t o  b e  P o r t l a n d . ( P a r t s  m e a s u r e d  b y  V o l u m e .) Tons per 
Square Foot.

Grout, 1 part cement, 1 part sand, when not less than 2 feet in least lateral d i
mension, not more than inch joints.

72

Granite masonry, 1 part cem ent, 2 parts sand, not more than %  inch joints, 72

Granite m asonry, cem ent mortar, not more than y> inch joints, 60

Limestone and marble masonry, cem ent mortar, not more than ^2 inch joints, 40

Sandstone masonry, cem ent mortar, not more than ^  inch joints, 30

267 Provided, however, that in stone masonry columns or in
268 piers of excessive heights, the loads may be modified by the
269 commissioner.



Stresses for Structural Steel and Iron.

K i n d  o f  S t r e s s .

W o r k i n g  S t r e s s e s  p e r  
S q u a r e  I n c h .

Steel. Cast Iron.

Bearing, direct (including bearing of stiffeners),

Bearing, pins and shop r i v e t s , ............................................................

Bearing, field r i v e t s , ...............................................................................

Bearing, b o l t s , .........................................................................................

Extrem e fiber (where top flange is  stayed laterally at distance not 
greater than 20 tim es the width of flange).

Extrem e fiber, pins and r i v e t s , ............................................................

Shearing (including gross section of plate girder webs),

Shearing pins and r i v e t s , .....................................................................

Shearing, b o l t s , .........................................................................................

D irect tension, . . . . . . . . . .

20,000 16,000

24,000 -

20,000 -

16,000 -

16,000 10,000!

24,000 4,0002

10,000 2,000

10,000 -

8,000 -

16,000 -

1 Compression. 2 Tension.

270 The compression flange of a riveted plate girder shall
271 not be of a smaller cross section than the tension flange.
272 When the top flange of the steel plate girder, beam or
273 channel is not stayed laterally a t distance of twenty times
274 its breadth the above stress on extreme fiber shall be
275 reduced as follows: —

l/b 2 0 . 2 5 . 3 0 . 3 5 . 4 0 . 4 5 . 5 0 . 5 5 . 60 . 65. 70.

Stress per square 
incn.

16,000 15,200 14,400 13,600 12,800 12,000 11,200 10,400 9,600 8,800 8,000

Where I is length of flange in inches
6 is breadth of flange in inches.

276 Steel compression members shall not have a greater value
277 of l/r  than one hundred and sixty, nor have metal (except
278 for filling) less than one fourth of an inch for interior
279 columns, nor with metal less than five sixteenths of an
280 inch for exterior columns, nor with metal less than five
281 sixteenths of an inch for exterior columns enclosed in



282 masonry. The stress due to eccentric or transverse loading
283 shall not exceed sixteen thousand pounds per square inch.
284 For centrally loaded steel compression members the
285 safe load in pounds per square inch shall be as follows: —

Steel Compression Members.

Hr 8 0  or
less. 9 0 . 1 0 0 . 1 1 0 . 1 2 0 . 1 3 0 . 1 4 0 . 1 5 0 . 1 6 0 .

Load per square inch, I 12,000 o o o 10,000 9,000 8,000 7,000 6,000 5,000 4,000

Where I is the length of the column in inches
r is the radius of gyration in inches taken around the axis about 

which the column will bend.

286 Cast Iron Compression Members. — Cast iron compres-
287 sion members shall not have a greater value of l/r  than
288 seventy nor a smaller outside diameter or side than six
289 inches, nor a greater unsupported length than twenty-
290 four times their least lateral dimension or diameter: pro-
291 vided, however, that columns supporting roof loads only
292 may have a value of l/r  not greater than ninety-six and
293 an unsupported length of not more than thirty times the
294 least lateral dimension or diameter. They shall not have
295 metal less than three fourths of an inch, nor thinner than
296 one twelfth of the greatest lateral dimension or side. The
297 stresses due to eccentric or transverse loading, combined
298 with those due to central loading, shall not exceed nine
299 thousand pounds per square inch.
301 Cast iron columns shall not be used where the loading is
301 so eccentric as to cause tension, nor in garages, nor in
302 places where they are likely to receive impact from vehicles.
303 Whenever the core of a column has shifted more than
304 one quarter of the thickness of the shell, the strength shall
305 be computed assuming the thickness of metal all around to
306 be equal to the thinnest part.
307 For centrally loaded cast iron compression members the
308 safe load in pounds per square inch shall be as follows: —



Working Stress.

<S =  9,000—40- r

l/r 1 0 . 2 0 . 3 0 . 4 0 . 5 0 . 6 0 . 7 0 . 8 0 . 90 . 96.

Load per square inch “ S ’\ 8,600 8,200 7,800 7,400 7,000 6,600 6,200 5,800 5,400 5,160

Stresses for Timber.

S t r e s s  p e r  S q u a r e  I n c h  f o r  T i m b e r s  u s e d  i n  
D r y  P l a c e s .

Southern  
Yellow  

Pine, Dense 
Grade.

Southern 
Yellow  

Pine, Sound 
Grade.

Spruce. White
Pine.

Oak
(White).

Bearing across grain, . 350 250 200 200 500

Bearing with grain, 1,200 900 700 700 900

Extreme fiber bending, 1,600 1,200 1,000 1,000 1,400

Shear with grain, 150 100 100 80 200

309 Timber Compression Members. — Timber compression
310 -members shall not be used of a greater unstayed length
311 than thirty  times their least dimension for isolated col-
312 umns or forty times their least dimension for columns in
313 partitions or truss members. The stresses due to eccentric
314 or transverse loading combined with those due to central
315 loading shall not exceed the maximum stress allowed in
316 table below.
317 For centrally loaded timber compression members the
318 safe load per square inch shall be as follows: —

L e n g t h  d i v i d e d  b y  L e a s t  
D i m e n s i o n .

Southern  
Y ellow  

Pine, D ense 
Grade.

Southern  
Yellow  

Pine, Sound 
Grade.

Spruce. White
Pine.

Oak
(White).

10 or l e s s , ........................................ 1,000 800 630 585 750

15............................................................. 900 725 560 525 675

20............................................................. 800 650 500 465 600

25............................................................. 700 625 450 405 525

3 0 , .................................................. 600 500 395 350 450

35............................................................. 500 425 335 290 375

40............................................................. 400 350 315 230 300



319 Other Materials.— Stresses for materials and forms of
320 material, not herein mentioned, shall be determined by the
321 building commissioner.
322 Wind Bracing. — Provision for wind bracing shall be
323 made where it is necessary in good practice or as deter-
324 mined by the building commissioner.
325 Cutting. -— No cutting for piping or any other purpose
326 shall be done which would reduce the strength of any
327 part of the structure below what is required by the pro-
328 visions of this act.
329 Methods of Computation. — Methods for reinforced con-
330 crete are given in section fourteen. For all other materials,
331 the following methods shall be used: —
332 The span of beams, girders, or trusses shall be taken as
333 the distance from center to center of the bearings. If
334 connected to the side of column, the span shall be taken to
335 the center of a column.
336 If a tension piece is loaded eccentrically or transversely
337 the maximum combined fiber stress shall not exceed the
338 allowed stress in tension.
339 An eccentric load upon a column shall be taken as
340 affecting eccentrically only the length of column extending
341 to the next point below at which the column is stayed
342 securely in the direction of the eccentricity.
343 If a piece is exposed to tension and compression at
344 different times it shall be proportioned and connected to
345 resist the maximum of each kind of stress.
346 Base-plates, bearing plates, and grillage beams shall be
347 figured on the assumption tha t the maximum bending
348 moments are under the center of bearing.

R E IN FO R C E D  C O N C R ETE.

349 Section 15. Definition.— Reinforced concrete shall mean
350 an approved mixture of Portland cement, water and fine
351 and coarse aggregate, reinforced by steel.
352 Systems not covered by This Act. — If an applicant for a
353 permit to build desires to use as a substitute for reinforced
354 concrete materials or methods of construction not covered
355 by this act, he shall present to the commissioner plans,



356 form Lilas, and such other information as the com m issioner

357 may require, and shall make such tests or present satis-
358 factory evidence of such tests, as the commissioner may
359 require. Such systems shall not be used until the com-
360 missioner has issued general regulations fixing the methods
361 to be followed, but no such regulation shall have the
362 effect of altering the working stresses for concrete or steel
363 or of reducing the fireproofing requirement of this act.
364 Portland Cement and Aggregate. — The Portland cement
365 and fine and coarse aggregate for reinforced concrete work
366 shall conform to the quality of the materials as defined in
367 section fourteen of this act.
368 Reinforcements. — Steel for reinforcement shall conform
369 to the Standard Specifications for Steel Reinforcement
370 Bars of the American Society for Testing Materials as
371 from time to time revised. I t shall be free from mill scale
372 and loose rust and shall not be coated in such manner as to
373 weaken the bond.
374 Mixing. — The ingredients shall be thoroughly mixed,
375 and the mixing shall continue until the cement is thor-
376 oughly distributed and the mass is uniform in color. The
377 consistency shall be such that the concrete will entirely
378 enclose the reinforcement but shall not be so wet as to
379 cause separation of the ingredients.
380 Inspection. — Such portions of section fourteen as apply
381 to inspection shall be taken to apply to this section also.
382 Forms. — Forms shall be sufficiently tight to prevent loss
383 of material in the pouring.
384 Placing. — Such portions of section fourteen as apply to
385 placing of concrete shall be taken to apply to this section
386 also. Concrete shall not be deposited in forms until the
387 reinforcement has been put in place and secured against
388 displacement.
389 Columns shall be poured without any interruption to the
390 bottom side of beams or girders w'hich they support, or to
391 the bottom of the flare in flat slab construction. Special
392 care shall be taken in their pouring that no voids may
393 result.
394 Columns and walls shall be poured not less than two



395 hours in advance of the beams, girders, or slabs which they
396 support. All columns of the same type in a story shall be
397 of concrete mixed in the same proportions.
398 Structural slabs shall be poured the full thickness at
399 time of pouring floor.
400 Sloping Work. — Proper precautions shall be taken in
401 stoping concrete work to stope it a t the points of low shear.
402 High and Low Temperature. — When fresh concrete is
403 exposed to a hot or dry atmosphere or wind, special pre-
404 cautions to prevent premature drying shall be taken.
405 Concrete shall not be deposited when the temperature is
406 below thirty-two degrees Fahrenheit, unless adequate pre-
407 cautions are taken to prevent freezing.
408 Fire Protection. — Main reinforcement in floor slabs shall
409 be protected by a minimum of one inch of concrete; in
410 beams, girders, columns and walls by one and one half
411 inches from the surface of the concrete to the surface of
412 the main reinforcement.
413 In columns the outer one and one half inches of con-
414 crete shall be regarded as fireproofing which shall be as-
415 sumed to carry no stress.
416 Rust Protection. — In foundations and retaining wralls the
417 steel shall be protected on the under side by a minimum of
418 three inches of concrete and on the side toward the earth
419 or water by a minimum of two inches.
420 Spacing of Reinforcement. — Slab reinforcement bars in
421 tension shall be not farther apart horizontally than two
422 and one half times the total thickness of the slab. In
423 beams and girders the lateral spacing of parallel bars shall
424 be not less than three diameters from center to center, and
425 the clear space between two layers of bars shall be not
426 less than one inch.
427 Basis for Design. — Calculations shall be made with ref-
428 erence to working stresses and safe loads rather than with
429 reference to ultimate strength and ultimate loads, and shall
430 be based on the following assumptions: —
431 (a) A plane section before bending remains plane after
432 bending.
433 (b) The modulus of elasticity of concrete in compres-



434 sions, within the usual limits of working stresses, is con-
435 stant. The distribution of compressive stresses in beams,
436 therefore, is rectilinear.
437 (c) The tensile strength of the concrete in direct resis-
438 tance to bending is neglected.
439 (<■/) Under compressive stresses the two materials are
440 stressed in proportion of their moduli of elasticity.
441 (e) Initial stress in the reinforcement due to contraction
442 or expansion in the concrete is neglected.
443 Span Length. — The span length for beams and slabs
444 simply supported shall be taken as the distance from
445 center to center of supports, but need not be taken to
446 exceed the clear span plus the depth of beam or slab.
447 For continuous or restrained beams built monolithically
448 into supports, the span length may be taken as the clear
449 distance between faces of supports. Brackets shall not be
450 considered as reducing the clear span.
451 Bending. — Bending moments for uniformly distributed
452 dead and live loads shall be computed as follows, where
453 w is the total dead and live load per linear foot and I is
454 the span length: —
455 For slabs reinforced in one direction only: —

(a) for single span freely supported bending a t mid-span is yj-;
(b) for two equal continuous spans unrestrained at outer supports 

bending a t mid-span is
(c) for two or more equal continuous spans restrained at the outer 

supports, bending a t mid-span is xifi a t interior supports

456 For beams resting freely upon supports:—•

(а) for single span, bending a t mid-span is
(б) for two equal continuous spans bending a t mid-span is xx; at cen

ter support is ~ •
(c) for more than two equal continuous spans bending a t middle of 

outer span is xx; a t middle of interior spans is a t first interior support
is fy , and a t other interior supports f j .

457 For beams restrained by being built monolithically into 
45S supports: —



(d) for single span bending a t mid-span is fy ; a t supports
(e) for two equal spans bending a t mid-span is f j l  a t center support 

xtj; and a t outer supports
(/) for more than  two equal spans bending a t outer support is a t  

middle of first span is a t first interior support fy; a t middle of in
terior spans and other interior supports

459 Beams and slabs shall be considered as restrained at the
460 ends when they frame monolithically into a structure suffi-
461 ciently stiff and strong to introduce a negative bending
462 moment into the beam at the end in amount not less than
463 t7-
464 For continuous beams subject to other than uniformly
465 distributed loads, the positive bending moment shall first
466 be computed as though the beam were freely supported.
467 The positive moment may then be reduced in the same
468 proportion as specified above for beams loaded uniformly,
469 and provision shall be made at the restrained ends for
470 negative moments having the same ratio to the positive
471 moment first computed tha t the negative moments specified
472 above bear to
473 Beams parallel to the main reinforcement of a one-way
474 slab and into which no other beams frame and which are
475 restrained at the ends by being built monolithically into
476 supporting columns shall be designed for bending moment
477 at the ends equal to t?, and at mid-span as follows: When
478 the width of columns parallel to the axis of the beam is not
479 less than fifteen per cent of the distance center to center
480 of columns or twice the depth of the beam m = f^; other-
481 wise m = y5.
482 For spans of unusual or unequal length and other special
483 cases the design shall be such as to carry out the intent of
484 this act to the satisfaction of the building commissioner.
485 Slabs supported on four sides. For slabs supported on
486 four sides and reinforced in both directions the distribution
487 of loads shall be determined by the formula

488 where



b is the breadth of slab.
I is the length of slab.
r  is the proportion of load carried by the transverse reinforcement.

489 Based on the distribution this determined, each set of
490 reinforcement shall be calculated as for slabs having sup-
491 ports on two sides only, but the total amount of reinforce-
492 ment this determined may be reduced by twenty-five per
493 cent by gradually increasing the bar spacing from the third
494 points to the edges of the slab.
495 Beams supporting rectangular slabs reinforced in both
496 directions shall be assumed to take the proportions of load
497 as determined by the formula in this section, the distribu-
498 tion of the load being assumed to vary in accordance with
499 the ordinates of a parabola having its vertex at mid-span.
500 Floor and Roof Openings. — Openings in floors and roofs
501 shall be so framed with beams as not to exceed the allow-
502 able stresses.
503 . Depth. — In roof slabs the depth shall not be less than
504 three inches and in floor slabs four inches.
505 In “ T ” beams the stem depth shall not exceed eight
506 times the thickness of the slab adjacent to the stem.
507 Cinder concrete shall not be less than four inches thick.
508 Re-enforcing materials which are self-centering shall not
509 be used in spans to exceed eight feet. Eireproofing under
510 self-centering reinforcement may be not less than one inch
511 of Portland cement plaster.
512 Bending in Supporting Members. — If a beam or floor
513 slab is assumed as fixed or partially restrained at a sup-
514 port, the column, wall, or other structure furnishing such
515 restraint shall be proportioned to resist the stresses thereby
516 induced.
517 “ 2” ’ Reams. — Where adequate bond and shearing re-
518 sistance between slab and web of beam is provided, the
519 slab may be considered an integral part of the beam, but
520 its effective width shall not exceed one fourth part of the
521 span length of the beam, nor shall its overhanging width on
522 either side of the web exceed six times the thickness of the
523 slab.



524 Columns. — Columns or piers of concrete shall be rein-
525 forced when the unsupported height exceeds six times the
526 least gross dimension and no reinforced concrete column
527 shall have an unsupported height of more than twelve
528 times its least gross dimension except the stresses reduced
529 from those allowed by this act in accordance with the ratio

24 h530 Z 3  where h is unsupported height and d is least dimen-

531 sion and \  shall not in any case exceed eighteen. The max-
532 imum effective area of columns shall be taken as the area
533 within the outer one and one half inches of concrete cover-
534 ing, or, in the case of hooped columns or columns rein-
535 forced with structural shapes, it shall be taken as the area
536 within the circle enclosing the spiral or the polygon enclos-
537 ing the structural shapes. Longitudinal reinforcement shall
538 be assumed to carry stress in proportion to the respective
539 moduli of elasticity as given in this act.
540 Reinforced concrete buildings may be supported by
541 structural steel or cast iron columns, fireproofed in first
542 class construction as provided elsewhere in this act.
543 Brackets shall be provided to transm it the load from the
544 floors to the column. Such columns shall be computed as
545 follows: —•
546 (a) If the brackets are placed immediately below the
547 floor the structural steel or cast iron columns shall be
548 assumed to carry the load of all the floors above.
549 (b) If the brackets are placed immediately above a floor
550 the structural steel or cast iron columns shall be assumed
551 to carry all the load above the brackets and the floor or
552 floors below the brackets shall be carried on reinforced
553 concrete encasing the metal, designed in accordance with
554 the requirements of this act, to the next bracket below
555 or to the foundation. In  this case, however, the surround-
556 ing concrete shall be so separated from the steel or cast
557 iron as to permit the separate action of both.
558 Circular hollow steel, wrought iron or cast iron columns
559 filled with concrete shall be allowed to carry a load equal
560 to the capacity of the metal casting plus the capacity of
561 the concrete filling. The average unit stress in the casing



562 shall be th a t  specified e lsew here in  th is  a c t for columns,
563 an d  t h a t  in  th e  co n c re te  filling shall be in  th e  sam e ratio
564 to  th e  u n i t  s tress  in  th e  casing  w hich  th e  m odulus of elas-
565 t ic i ty  of th e  co n c re te  b e a rs  to  t h a t  of th e  casing.
566 Columns with longitudinal reinforcement only shall have
567 a stee l a re a  of n o t less th a n  one p e r  ce n t an d  n o t m ore than
568 four per cent of the required effective area, and shall be
569 allowed the stresses given in this act. Longitudinal rein-
570 forcement bars shall be straight and shall be secured
571 against lateral displacement by steel ties not less than
572 one fo u r th  of a n  inch  d ia m e te r  an d  p laced  n o t farther
573 a p a r t  th a n  s ix teen  d ia m e te rs  of th e  b a rs  no r m ore than

574 tw e lv e  inches.
575 Columns which have not less than one per cent and not
576 m ore  th a n  fo u r p e r  c e n t of lo n g itu d in a l reinforcem ent, and
577 w hich  also  h a v e  hoops or sp ira ls  to  a n  am o u n t not less
578 th a n  one p e r  c e n t of th e  vo lum e of th e  enclosed core,
579 spaced not farther apart in the clear than one sixth of
580 the diameter of the enclosed core, and in no case more
581 than two and one half inches, shall be allowed the stresses
582 given in this act; provided, however, that no such column
583 shall have a height greater than ten diameters of the en-
584 closed core. The ends of hoops or spirals shall be united in
585 such a way as to develop their full strength. The hoops or
586 sp ira ls  sha ll be secu re ly  fa s te n e d  to  th e  long itud inal rein-
587 forcement or to approved spacers.
588 Combination Floors. — Concrete floors with permanent
589 blocks or forms of incombustible materials with ribs of
590 reinforced concrete between shall conform to the require-
591 rnents of this act as far as they are applicable, but the
592 blocks or fo rm s sha ll n o t be assu m ed  as ta k in g  stress. If
593 a slab not less than two inches thick above the blocks or
594 fo rm s is c a s t m o n o lith ic  w ith  th e  r ib , th e  rib  an d  slab maj
595 be considered as a T section. The fireproofing for such
596 c o n s tru c tio n  sha ll be t h a t  req u ire d  fo r slabs.
597 Working Stresses. —  The following table gives the com-
598 pressive strength in pounds per square inch which shall
599 be assumed as the basis for design, a bag of cement weigh-
600 ing ninety-four pounds being assumed to measure one



601 cubic foot in proportioning material and the values given
602 for aggregate to be the combined volume of fine and coarse
603 aggregate measured separately.

M ix t u r e . 1 : 3. 1 : 4y2. 1 : 6. 1 :7M - 1 : 9.

G rade A, . . . . 3,500 3,000 2,500 2,000 1,500

G rade B , ........................................ 3,000 2,500 2,000 1,600 1,300

C inders or slag, . . . . 1,200 1,050 900 750 -

604 Grade B concrete shall be assumed for all work except
605 that when aggregate is used which makes concrete as strong
606 as Grade A when tested in eight-inch diameter cylinders
607 sixteen inches long at an age of twenty-eight days, Grade A
608 concrete may be assumed. The commissioner may require
609 such tests to be made as he may deem necessary to estab-
610 lish the quality of aggregate for Grade A concrete. When
611 a building has been designed on the basis of using Grade A
612 concrete in any portion thereof, this fact shall be marked
613 prominently upon the structural or framing plans and no
614 aggregate shall be used in the construction of that portion
615 of the building which does not meet the approval of the
616 commissioner for that purpose.
617 Concrete one year old shall be considered to have a
618 strength twenty-five per cent greater than tha t given in
619 the table for concrete of the same grade and proportions.
620 Bearing. — When compression is applied to a surface of
621 concrete of a t least twice the loaded area, a stress of
622 thirty-five per cent of the compressive strength fixed by
623 this act shall be allowed.
624 Axial Compression. — For concentric compression on
625 plain concrete piers or on columns with longitudinal rein-
626 forcement only, twenty-two and five tenths per cent of the
627 compressive strength fixed by this act shall be allowed.
628 For concentric compression on columns the length of
629 which does not exceed ten diameters of the core, with
630 longitudinal reinforcement combined with hoops or spirals
631 thirty-five per cent of the compressive strength fixed by
632 this act shall be allowed.



633 Bending. — Compression on extreme fiber in bending
634 shall not exceed thirty-two and five 'tenths per cent of the
635 compressive strength fixed by this act; provided, however,
636 that adjacent to the supports of continuous beams thirty-
637 seven and five tenths per cent may be used.
638 Shear and Diagonal Tension. — In calculation of beams
639 in which the maximum shearing stress in a section is used
640 as the means of measuring the resistance to diagonal
641 tension stress, the vertical shearing unit stress as com-
642 puted by the formula v = where v is the shearing unit
643 stress, V  is the total shear, h is the breadth of the beam,
644 and jd  is the arm of the resisting couple, shall not exceed
645 the following percentages of the respective compressive
646 strengths fixed by this act.
647 For beams with horizontal bars only and without web
648 reinforcement two per cent.
649 For beams with web reinforcement consisting of vertical
650 stirrups looped about the longitudinal reinforcing bars in
651 the tension side of the beam, suitably anchored in the
652 compression side and spaced horizontally not more than
653 one half the depth of the beam; or for beams in which
654 longitudinal bars are bent up at an angle of not more than
655 forty-five degrees nor less than twenty degrees with the
656 axis of the beam and the points of bending are spaced hori-
657 zontally not more than three fourths of the depth of the
658 beam apart, or both, six per cent in case the web rein-
659 foreement is designed to carry two thirds the total shear,
660 and seven and one half per cent in case the web reinforce-
661 ment is designed to carry the total shear.
662 Punching. — Punching shear shall not exceed seven and
663 one half per cent of the compressive strength fixed by this
664 act.
665 Bond. — The bond stress between concrete and plain
666 steel bars shall not exceed four per cent, between concrete
667 and approved deformed steel bars shall not exceed four
668 per cent, and between concrete and drawn wire shall not
669 exceed two per cent of the compressive strength fixed by
670 this act.
671 Steel.— The tensile or compressive stress in steel shall



672 not exceed sixteen thousand pounds per square inch except
673 th a t in drawn wire and other cold stretched fabric a stress
674 of twenty thousand pounds per square inch shall be al-
675 lowed.
676 Modulus of Elasticity. — The modulus of elasticity of
677 concrete shall be taken as —

1-40 th a t of steel for cinder concrete with a compressive strength of 
1,200 pounds per square inch or less,

1-15 th a t of steel for stone concrete with a compressive strength of
2.000 pounds per square inch or less,

1-12 th a t of steel for concrete with a compressive strength greater than
2.000 pounds per square inch but less than  2,900 pounds per square inch, 

1-10 th a t of steel for concrete with a compressive strength of 2,900
pounds per square inch or more, the compressive strength referred to in  
all these cases being th a t fixed by this act.

678 Footing General. — Symmetrical, concentric column foot-
679 ings shall be designed for punching shear, diagonal tension
680 and bending moment.
681 Punching Shear in Footings. — The area effective to
682 resist punching shear in column footings shall be consid-
683 ered as the area having a width equal to the perimeter of
684 the column or pier and a depth equal to the depth of foot-
685 ing from top to center of reinforcing steel.
686 Diagonal Tension in Footings. — Shearing stresses as in-
687 dicative of diagonal tension shall be measured in footings
688 on vertical sections distant from the face of the pier or
689 column equal to the depth of the footing from top to cen-
690 ter of reinforcing steel.
691 Bending Moment in Footings. — The bending moment in
692 isolated column footings at a section taken at the edge of
693 pier or column shall be determined by multiplying the
694 load on the cantilever projection by one half the distance
695 from the edge of pier or column to the edge of footing.
696 The effective area of concrete and steel to resist bending
697 moment shall be considered as tha t within a width ex-
698 tending both sides of pier or column, a distance equal to
699 depth of footing plus one half the remaining distance to
700 edge of footing, except tha t reinforcing steel crossing the



701 section other than at right angles shall be considered to
702 have an effective area determined by multiplying the
703 sectional area by the sine of the angle between the bar
704 and the plane of the section. The bond stress in the steel
705 shall not exceed that allowed by this act.
706 Flat Slabs. — Floor slabs supported upon columns with-
707 out beams or girders and extending two or more bays in
708 each direction shall conform to the following requirements.
709 Capital. — Columns may be provided with enlarged cap-
710 itals. The horizontal width of capitals shall be taken
711 where the vertical thickness is at least one and one half
712 inches and the contour of capitals shall not fall within
713 that of an inverted cone or pyramid whose apex is on the
714 center line of the column, whose sides incline at forty-five
715 degrees with the vertical, and whose base lies in a plane
716 one and one half inches below the underside of the dropped
717 panel and if no dropped panel is used, below the underside
718 of the slab, and has the same size and shape in plan as the
719 capital. The width of capital in any direction shall not be
720 less than one fifth the distance center to center of columns
721 in that direction, and shall be such that the allowable unit
722 stresses elsewhere specified in this act shall not be exceeded.
723 Dropped Panel. — A thickening of the slab on the under-
724 side in the vicinity of the columns is termed a dropped
725 panel. The width of the dropped panel in any direction
726 shall be not less than 3-2 that of the column capital. The
727 depth of the drop panel below the bottom of the slab shall
728 be not more than half the slab thickness but shall be such
729 that the allowable unit stresses shall not be exceeded either
730 in shear about the column capital or in bending. The al-
731 lowable unit shear to be used shall be that specified for
732 punching shear elsewhere in this act. The allowable com-
733 pression in bending shall be that specified for extreme
734 fibers adjacent to support in continuous beams.
735 Slab Thickness. — In flat slab construction, the minimum
736 thickness shall not be less than six inches, nor less than t,
737 as given in the following formula: —
738 For a slab without dropped panels

< = 0.028 lw+ l i



739 For slab with dropped panels

< =  0.024 Zw+1.

740 Where t is total thickness in inches

I is slab span in feet as hereinafter defined taken the longer way. 
w is total load per square foot.

741 The thickness shall be such as to withstand the shear
742 about the column capital or dropped panel without ex-
743 ceeding the allowable stress herein specified for punching 

.744 shear.
745 Bending. — For the purpose of determining the bending
746 in flat slab floors, the slab shall be considered as divided
747 by lines parallel to the lines of columns into strips whose
748 width is one half the distance, L, center to center of col-
749 umns measured at right angles to the span of strips. The
750 center line of alternate strips shall coincide with the center
751 line of the columns. These shall be known as A-strips.
752 The other strips located midway between columns shall be
753 known as B-strips. The span length of the strips shall be
754 taken as the distance center to center of columns less two
755 thirds the width of the column capital measured in the
756 direction of the span.
757 Interior Bays. — If

I =  span as given above 
b =  width of a strip 

w =  total load per square foot.

758 whether the panels be square or oblong and in whichever
759 direction the span, be taken, the bending moments at the
760 critical portions of interior bays shall be assumed as
761 follows: —
762 Positive Bending. — The positive bending moment for a
763 whole panel width shall be taken as



764 Negative Bending. — The negative bending moment for a
765 panel width shall be taken as

M _wLP 
17

766 Wall Bays; Restraint. — For wall bays when the wall is
767 of reinforced concrete (Z is the distance from the inside face
768 of the exterior column to the center of the interior column
769 less one third the width of the interior column capital)
770 the bending moment for strips running perpendicular to the
771 wall shall be as follows: —
772 Positive Bending. — The positive bending moment for a
773 panel width shall be taken as

oLl*
20

774 Negative Bending. ■— The negative bending moment for a
775 panel width at the interior line of columns shall be taken
776 as: —

. ,  wLPjyi =  -
15

777 The negative bending moment for a panel width at the
778 wall shall be taken as: —

M
50

779 Walls Bays; No Restraint. — For wall bays supported
780 upon brick walls or other construction incapable of provid-
781 ing adequate restraint in negative bending. (Z is distance
782 from inner face of wall to center of interior column less one
783 third the width of the interior column capital.)
784 Positive Bending. — The positive bending moment for a
785 panel width shall be taken as: —



786 Negative Bending. ■— The negative bending moment for a
787 panel width at the interior column line shall be taken as: —

788 Negative bending along such walls shall be provided for
789 by reinforcement in the top of the slab at right angles with
790 the wall equal to two tenths per cent in floors and to one
791 tenth per cent in roofs of the area of cross section of the
792 slab.
793 Provision shall be made in the A and B strips comprising
794 any panel width for the whole bending moment specified,
795 and the proportion of the whole provided for within each
796 strip shall not be less than that given in the following
797 table: —

P e r  C e n t .

A -Strip. B -Strip. E ither Strip.

Positive m om ent, dropped panel, . . . . 65 25 10

Positive m om ent, no dropped panel, 55 25 20

N egative m om ent, dropped panel, . . . . 80 15 5

Negative m om ent, no dropped panel, 65 15 20

798 Bays discontinuous upon one or two adjacent sides shall
799 be treated as wall bays.
800 When a flat slab is supported by a beam or wall on one
801 or two sides, the half strip parallel with and adjacent to the
802 beam or wall may be reinforced as half a B-strip.
803 The bending in exterior concrete columns supporting
804 flat slab floors shall be taken as: —

wLli _ W h  
50 4

805 Where W  is the total load on the wall panel and h is the
806 thickness of the exterior column.
807 For floors, half this bending shall be assumed acting
808 below and half above the slab; for roofs the whole bending
809 acts below the slab.



810 Exterior columns and their reinforcement shall be so
811 proportioned as to withstand the bending thus determined
812 in addition to the direct load without exceeding the fiber
813 stresses specified for beams elsewhere in this act.
814 Brackets or haunches shall be provided on exterior
815 columns when necessary to transmit the shear and bending
816 from the slab to the column.
817 The least dimension of interior concrete columns sup-
818 porting flat slabs shall not be less than one twelfth the
819 span, I.
820 Reinforcement shall be provided at the critical sections
821 of all strips in sufficient quantity to withstand the bending
822 herein specified without exceeding the allowable unit
823 stresses elsewhere specified in this act. Reinforcements
824 lying obliquely to the axis of any strip shall be counted
825 as having an area effective for that strip equal to its
826 actual area of cross-section multiplied by the cosine of the
827 angle it makes with the axis of the strip.
828 Bent Bars. — No reinforcing for positive bending shall
829 be bent up to the top of the slab further from the center
830 line of the column than one fourth L where L is the dis-
831 tance center to center of columns in the direction of the
832 reinforcing. Positive reinforcement in A-strips shall be
833 provided to within 0.15 L of the center line of interior
834 columns and extending to the inside face of wall columns;
835 in B-strips shall be provided extending to within 9.10 L 
936 of the interior column line and to the inside face of wall
837 support. Negative reinforcement in A-strips shall extend
838 beyond the center line of the columns half the -width of the
839 column capital plus enough to develop the strength of the
840 rods; a t least one quarter of the negative reinforcement
841 shall extend six inches beyond the quarter point of the
842 panel or the fifth point of the span length. Negative rein-
843 forcement in B-strips shall extend forty diameters beyond
844 the center line of columns and at least half thereof shall
845 extend to the quarter point of the panel.
846 For determining the stress in the concrete due to the
847 bending in each strip the width shall be taken as the
848 width of the strip except that for negative bending in



849 A-strips when a dropped panel is used, the width shall be
850 th a t of the dropped panel. The effective depth of the
851 slab shall be the distance from the surface of the concrete
852 in compression to the center of gravity of the reinforce-
853 ment and the moment arm of the resisting couple shall be
854 taken as seven eighths the effective depth.
855 Wall Beams. — Wall beams in flat slab construction shall
856 be assumed to carry a width of floor equal to one quarter
857 the clear span of the beam in addition to the weight of
858 beam and wall. Such beams, when continuous, shall be
859 designed for a negative bending at columns equal to j 2 and
860 the positive bending at mid-span shall be assumed as
861 follows:—■

(a) When the width of the columns (parallel to the beam) is not less 
than 15 per cent of the distance center to  center of columns or twice 
the depth of the beam.

M = —
20

(6) Otherwise,

M = ^
16

S T E E L  CO N STRU C TIO N .

862 Section 16. Materials and Stresses.— Materials, stresses
863 and methods of computation shall be as provided in
864 section fourteen.

General Requirements.
865 No metal thinner than one fourth of an inch shall be
866 used except for fillers or beams and channel webs. Con-
867 nections shall be designed to develop the full strength of
868 the member under the conditions of loading, even though
869 the computed stress is less.
870 Rivets shall be placed in accordance with good engineer-
871 ing practice. The diameter of rivet holes in tension mem-
872 bers shall be assumed as one eighth of an inch larger than
873 the rivet.



874 Beams and Girders. — Every beam, channel, lintel, or
875 girder supported by a wall shall be properly anchored
876 thereto, and shall have bearing plates if necessary to dis-
877 tribute the load properly a t the stresses required by this
878 act.
879 Beams and channels acting as skew-backs for arches shall
880 be designed to resist the lateral thrusts in addition to their
881 vertical loads, and the tie rods not less than three fourths
882 of an inch in diameter shall be placed as near the line of
883 thrust as practicable, and in any event shall be spaced not
884 more than eight times the depth of the beams, and not
885 more than eight feet.
886 Where beams or channels are used in pairs they shall be
887 connected together with iron or steel separators near each
888 end and at each concentrated load, and not more than
889 five feet elsewhere; and beams twelve inches or more in
890 depth, if connected by bolted separators shall have two
891 bolts to each separator.
892 Steel Columns. — Steel column ends shall either be
893 machine faced and brought into actual contact or full
894 riveted connections shall be provided to develop the
895 strength of the columns. Latticing and tie plates shall be
896 provided in accordance with good engineering practice.
897 Plate Girders. — In proportioning the flanges of plate
898 girders one eighth of the web may be considered,as avail-
899 able in each flange. WThen the top flange is not stayed
900 laterally at distances of twenty times its breadth the
901 stresses shall be reduced as required in section fourteen.
902 Stiffeners, properly fitted at ends, shall be provided over
903 supports and under concentrated loads with sufficient
904 area in the outstanding legs to transmit the stresses in
905 bearing at twenty thousand pounds per square inch and
906 with sufficient rivets to transmit the stresses to the web.
907 Intermediate stiffeners shall be so spaced that the clear
908 distance between stiffeners or the clear distance between
909 flange angles shall not exceed tha t given by the formula.

d = — (12,000—s) 
40 ’



910 where d is the clear distance between stiffeners or flange
911 angles

t is the thickness of web 
s is the shear per square inch.

912 Trusses. — Trusses shall be designed so tha t the stresses
913 in each inember can be calculated with reasonable ac-
914 uracy by statical methods. The center of gravity lines of
915 members meeting at a joint shall, if possible, intersect a t a
916 point, and the center of gravity of a group of rivets con-
917 necting one member to another shall, in general, lie as
918 nearly as practicable in the center of gravity line of the
919 member. Trusses shall be properly braced.
920 Riveting. ■— All main connections in skeleton buildings,
921 all splices in steel trusses and girders, and all connections of
922 such trusses and girders to the sides of steel columns shall,
923 if possible, be made by means of rivets rather than by
924 bolts.

1 S e c t i o n  2. Said chapter five hundred and fifty of the
2 acts of the year nineteen hundred and seven is also further
3 amended by striking out sections twenty and twenty-one
4 and inserting in place thereof the following: —•

FO U N D A TIO N S OF B U IL D IN G S.

5 Section 20. — The foundation loads of every building
6 except temporary structure shall be carried down to a sat-
7 isfactory bearing material by means of properly designed
8 walls, piers, grillages or piling which shall be so designed,
9 located or otherwise disposed as to permit the entire loads

10 which they transmit to be distributed over the bearing
11 area with a unit intensity which shall not exceed the
12 allowable values given in this section.
13 The footing of every foundation shall be carried down at
14 least four feet below any adjoining surface exposed to
15 freezing and no footing shall be started on soil which is in a
16 frozen condition. Foundations shall not be laid in freezing
17 weather unless adequate precautions are taken against
18 frost action.



19 For the purpose of this section “ satisfactory bearing
20 m aterial” shall mean only ledge rock in its natural bed,
21 natural deposits of sand, gravel or clay and any combina-
22 tion of the foregoing materials which does not contain or
23 does not overlie an appreciable amount of organic material.
24 The maximum allowable bearing values of the above
25 materials shall be limited by the following unit pressures:—

Solid ledge rock, . . . N ot to exceed 100 tons per square foot.
Shale and hardpan, . . . N ot to exceed 10 tons per square foot.
Gravel, compact sand and hard 

yellow clay, . . . N ot to  exceed 6 tons per square foot.
D ry or wet sand of coarse or 

medium sized grains, hard 
blue clay mixed or unmixed 
with sand, disintegrated ledge
rock, . . . . . N ot to exceed 5 tons per square foot.

Medium stiff or plastic clay 
mixed or unmixed with sand,
or fine grained dry sand, . N ot to exceed 4 tons per square foot.

Fine grained wet sand (con
fined),  N ot to exceed 3 tons per square foot.

Soft clay protected against la t
eral displacement, . . . N ot to exceed 2 tons per square foot.

26 Definitions. •— (a) Solid ledge: Naturally formed rock,
27 such as the granites and others of similar hardness and
28 soundness, normally requiring blasting for their removal.
29 (6) Shale: Laminated slate or clay rocks removable with
30 more or less difficulty by picking.
31 (c) Hardpan: A thoroughly cemented mixture of sand
32 and pebbles or of sand, pebbles and clay, with or without
33 a mixture of boulders and difficult to remove by picking.
34 (d) Gravel: A natural uncemented mixture of coarse or
35 medium grained sand with a substantial amount of pebbles
36 measuring one fourth of an inch or more in diameter.
37 (e) Sand (compact): Requiring picking for its removal.
38 (/) Sand (loose): Requiring shovelling only.
39 (g) Sand (medium grain): Individual grains readily dis-
40 tinguishable by eye though not of pronounced size.
41 '(h) Sand (fine grained): Individual grains distinguished
42 by eye only with difficulty.



43 (i ) Hard clav: Requiring picking for its removal.
44 (j) Disintegrated ledge rock: Residual deposits of de-
45 composed ledge.
46 (k) Medium clay: Stiff and plastic but capable of being
47 spaded.
48 (I) Soft clay: Putty  like in consistency and changing
49 shape readily under relatively slight pressure.
50 Note. — Items c, cl, e, /, g, i, j, k must be in relatively
51 thick beds, if full loading value is used. Otherwise, if
52 underlaid by a softer material, the value assigned to that
53 material shall be used.
54 Wherever a building or structure is to rest in part only
55 upon solid ledge, the unit intensity of load upon the bal-
56 ance of the bearing area shall be not more than one half
57 of the values given above for the several classes of soil.
58 Prior to the issuance of a permit for any permanent
59 building or structure, the owner shall, by means of open
60 pits or by test borings carried a t least ten feet into a satis-
61 factory bearing material other than ledge rock, determine
62 the character and depth of the soil underlying the pro-
63 posed site and a certified copy of any borings so taken,
64 together with dry samples (so called) of the material
65 selected for a foundation bearing, shall be filed with the
66 building commissioner for his approval and classification.
67 Foundations for first and second class buildings may be
68 of brick, stone or concrete. The thickness shall be as
69 stated in section twenty-three with the further provision
70 that all foundation walls below grade shall be figured as
71 retaining walls when they act as such.
72 Foundations if of stone shall be of square split stone
73 except tha t rubble stone shall be allowed under buildings
74 outside of the fire limits but only when such buildings do
75 not exceed forty-five feet in height and the foundation
76 wall is less than ten feet in depth. No rubble foundation
77 shall be less than twenty inches in thickness and at least
78 sixty per cent of the content of the wall shall be of stones
79 measuring at least two cubic feet. All walls shall be prop-
80 erly bonded by through courses.
81 Footings. — The footings of foundation walls or piers
82 shall consist of footing stones, concrete, reinforced con-



S3 crete construction or steel grillages. Footings of wood con-
84 struction may be used provided they are to be entirely
85 below the permanent ground water level.
86 Footing Stones. — Footing stones shall be at least ten
87 inches in thickness. They shall be fully bedded upon the
88 bearing soil.
89 Concrete Footings. —  Concrete footings shall be not less
90 than twelve inches in thickness. They may be either
91 stepped or battered to meet the wall or pier which they
92 support. The offset of each step or the angle of batter
93 shall be such as not to exceed the allowable stresses in the
94 concrete. If battered footings are used there shall be a
95 square shoulder at the base which shall be not less than
96 four inches in height.
97 Steel grillage foundations shall have at least six inches
98 of concrete below, and shall be entirely embedded in and
99 surrounded by concrete a t least four inches thick between

100 steel and earth, and the concrete shall be no poorer than
101 one part Portland cement and seven and one half parts
102 aggregate, measured before mixing.
103 Footing Loads. — Provision shall be made in determining
104 the required area of footings for safely supporting the full
105 dead loads and the figured live loads on the lowest tier of
106 columns, piers or walls, plus the weight of the footings
107 themselves and such backfilling and overlying basement
108 floor loads as may come vertical over the projecting spread
109 of the footing.
110 Foundation Piers and Caissons. — The foundation of any
111 building or structure may be carried down to ledge o r.other
112 satisfactory bearing material by isolated piers of approved
113 masonry or by open or pneumatic caissons, so designed that
114 the working stresses in the materials and on the soil do
115 not exceed those established by this act.

P IL E  FO U N D A TIO N S.

116  Section 21. General Requirements.— The supporting
117 value of piles shall be obtained from embedment in or
118 bearing on material as firm as may be practicably obtained,
119 and the method of driving shall be such as not to impair



120 their strength. The frictional value observed in driving
121 for tha t part of piles embedded in or passing through such
122 materials as peat, silt or fill, may be deducted from the
123 final value determined by formula if the building com-
124 missioner so decides. No pile or group of piles shall be
125 loaded eccentrically, except in cases where it is imprac-
126 ticable to avoid it. In such cases the unit stress allowable
127 for piles shall not be exceeded. Any type of pile construc-
128 tion not provided for in this section shall meet such re-
129 quirements as may be prescribed by the building commis-
130 sioner.
131 A detached column or pier footing supported by piling
132 shall rest upon not less than three piles, but column or pier
133 footings connected by proper masonry or steel construction
134 which provides lateral support in all directions may each
135 resf upon a single pile if the allowable load per pile is not
136 exceeded. Light wall foundations may be supported by a
137 single row of piles provided the length of wall unsupported
138 laterally by proper masonry or steel construction does not
139 exceed ten feet. All other foundation walls requiring piling
140 shall rest upon at least two rows of piles, the rows to be at
141 least two feet on centers for buildings up to thirty feet in
142 height. For buildings exceeding thirty feet in height if not 
14.3 more than two rows of piles are used the rows shall be
144 spread not less than three feet on centers.
145 Piles under masonry buildings shall be capped with con-
146 crete or with block granite. If capped with concrete the
147 proportion shall be one part Portland cement to not more
148 than six parts aggregate, and the capping shall be not less
149 than sixteen inches high above the pile heads unless
150 reinforced and shall fill the space between and around
151 them for a depth of six inches and shall extend for not less
152 than six inches beyond the outer edge of the pile cluster.
153 No rubble concrete shall be used for pile capping. If
154 capped with block granite, each block shall have a firm
155 bearing on not less than three piles, shall be not less than
156 twelve inches thick and shall project sufficiently to cover
157 fully all pile heads.
158 Piles supporting steel or wooden buildings without ma-



159 sonry walls or floors may be capped with timber not less
160 than six inches thick, securely joined together and to the
161 piles.
162 The building commissioner shall recpiire additional piles
163 to be driven for all piles which are broken, broomed or
164 injured in any way and for piles having a lower sustaining
165 power than tha t required for the work.
166 The sustaining power of piles driven by jetting shall be
167 determined by test loads as directed by the commissioner.
168 Wooden Piles. —  Wooden piles shall be single sticks,
169 except as prescribed elsewhere, and cut from sound trees,
170 shall be close grained and solid, free from defects, such as
171 injurious ring shakes, unsound or loose knots, or decay,
172 which may materially impair their strength or durability.
173 Piles must be butt cut above the ground swell and have a
174 uniform taper from butt to tip.
175 Short Bends shall not be allowed. — A line drawn from the
176 center of the butt to the center of the tip shall be within
177 the body of the pile.
178 All knots shall be trimmed close to the body of the pile.
179 All piles shall be at least six inches in average diameter at
180 tip under the bark.
181 Inspection of All Piles. — The commissioner shall require
182 a competent inspector satisfactory to him to be on the
183 work at all times while piles are being driven, which in-
184 spector shall keep an accurate record of the length, size of
185 tip and butt of each pile, the weight and fall of the hammer
186 and the penetration of each pile for each of the last three
187 blows.
188 Square timber of approved quality may be used as piling,
189 in which case the average cross section shall be not less
190 than ten inches by ten inches and the tip not less than six
191 inches by six inches.
192 Pile heads shall be cut to sound wood before capping is
193 placed.
194 Loads on Wooden Piles.— Wooden piles driven through
195 fill, silt, peat or other soil, incapable of adequately resist-
196 ing lateral bending, to hardpan or ledge, or deriving their
197 value from embedments of less than one twelfth their



198 length in approved soil, shall be figured as columns, using
199 table for timber compression members, and using an area
200 equal to the middle cross-section of the pile. All such piles,
201 which depend upon point bearing for their value, shall be
202 of hard wood such as oak, southern yellow pine or similar
203 woods, if the building commissioner shall so decide.
204 The safe load on all other wooden piles driven by drop
205 hammer shall not exceed twelve tons each for spruce,
206 norway pine or other soft woods nor fifteen tons each for
207 southern yellow pine, oak or woods of similar strength and
208 shall be limited by the following formula: —

2 WH 

P + 1

209 When testing for their value the pile head shall have sound
210 wood and the fall of the hammer shall be ten feet.
211 The safe supporting value of wooden piles when driven
212 by single acting power hammer shall be limited by the
213 following formula: —

_ 2  WH  
~ P + 0.1

214 In these formulas: —

L is the allowable load in pounds.
W is the weight of the hammer or striking parts in pounds.
H is the fall of the hammer in feet.
P  is the average penetration in inches under the last three blows after

the pile has been driven to a point where successive blows produce 
approximately equal or uniformly decreasing penetration.

215 The distance between wooden piles shall be not less than
216 twenty-four inches on centers. The tops of all wood piles
217 shall be cut a t an elevation not higher than grade 5.00
218 except that the commissioner may in his discretion permit
219 a higher point of cut off, not to exceed grade 9.00 in
220 localities where the level of the ground water fluctuates
221 with the tidal variations.
222 Wooden piles may be driven to a depth not exceeding
223 ten feet below the ground surface by means of properly



224 designed followers, provided such followers are constructed
225 of steel or iron and are equipped with a suitable cast iron
226 or steel socket which encases the pile head sufficiently to
227 avoid injury to them during the driving process. Before
228 using such a follower the pile head shall be cut or trimmed
229 so as to expose a sound section of timber on which the fol-
230 lower shall rest. If wooden driving blocks are inserted
231 between the follower and pile hammer they shall be not
232 more than twelve inches in height, of hard wood and shall
233 be replaced as often as their fibers become ruptured. In
234 case followers are used, the sustaining value of the pile as
235 determined by the driving formula shall be reduced twenty-
236 five per cent unless test loads are applied, in which case
237 the building commissioner may allow a higher unit loading
238 not to exceed the maximum prescribed by this section.

C O N CRETE P IL E S.

239 Pre-cast Concrete Piles. — Pre-cast concrete piles shall be
240 properly designed and reinforced to permit handling and
241 driving without injury. The amount of longitudinal rein-
242 forcing employed shall not be less than two per cent nor
243 exceed four per cent, with bands or hoops not less than
244 three eighths of an inch diameter and spaced not further
245 than ten inches. They shall be thoroughly cured before
246 driving. The diameter or lateral dimension of such pile
247 shall not be less than eight inches at the point and shall
248 not average less than twelve inches. The length shall not
249 exceed twenty times the average diameter when the pile
250 is driven through fill, silt, peat or other material having
251 relatively no lateral stiffness, to ledge or hardpan, or when
252 it derives its value from embedment of less than one
253 twelfth its length in approved soil, nor forty times the
254 average diameter in any case. When driven to ledge or
255 hardpan the allowable load on any such pile shall not
256 exceed four hundred and fifty pounds per square inch on
257 the concrete a t the average cross section and six thousand
258 pounds per square inch on the longitudinal reinforcement.
259 All pre-cast concrete piles shall be protected against,
260 damage in driving by the use of a suitable cushion cap of



261 approved design and when driven to ledge shall be provided
262 with a metal shoe having ample bearing surface.
263 Cast in  Place Concrete Piles. •— Concrete piles cast in
264 place shall be so made and placed as to insure the ex-
265 elusion of any foreign matter, and to secure a perfect full
266 sized shape, and shall be placed at least three feet six
267 inches center to center and more if the commissioner so
268 decides. The average diameter of any such pile in place
269 shall not be less than twelve inches and the diameter of
270 the tip shall not be less than eight inches. The length
271 shall not exceed twenty times the average diameter when
272 the pile is driven through fill, silt, peat or other material
273 having relatively no lateral stiffness, to ledge or hardpan
274 or when it derives its value from embedment of less than
275 one twelfth its length in approved soil nor forty times the
276 average diameter in any case. When driven to ledge or
277 hardpan the allowable load on any such pile shall not
278 exceed four hundred and fifty pounds per square inch on
279 the concrete a t the average cross section.
280 General Provisions. — Metal tubes five sixteenths of an
281 inch thick or less, remaining in the ground, shall not be
282 considered as reinforcement. To be considered as rein-
283 forcement, all steel rods shall be embedded in and covered
284 by three inches of concrete.
285 All concrete piles not driven to ledge nor deriving their
286 value from embedments less than one twelfth their length,
287 but driven into firm, approved soil shall be called friction
288 piles and their safe loads shall be determined by the build-
289 ing commissioner, based on one or more tests of the same,
290 to be made at the expense of the owner of the proposed
291 building or structure, or the party causing the piles to
292 be driven, but said commissioner shall not allow a greater
293 load than one half of the test load giving one quarter inch
294 total settlement, nor shall the prescribed unit stresses be
295 exceeded. Such tests shall be made under the supervision
296 of the building commissioner, and the results shall be filed
297 in his office.
298 All load tests shall be continued until a t least twice the
299 working load allowed has been put on the pile and an



300 accurate record shall be kept, to the nearest one sixteenth
301 of an inch of settlement before and after each increment of
302 load has been added. Increments of load shall not exceed
303 ten thousand pounds each and as many hours as possible
304 shall elapse between the addition of each increment.
305 All concrete for concrete piles shall be mixed in the pro-
306 portion of one part Portland cement to not more than six
307 parts of aggregate and with a sufficient amount of water
308 to produce a plastic or viscous consistency.
309 Concrete piles shall be capped with concrete masonry
310 only.

1 S e c t i o n  3. Said chapter five hundred and fifty of the
2 acts of the year nineteen hundred and seven is also further
3 amended by adding at the end of section twenty-two the
4 following: — Rat-Proofing.— The cellar of every building
5 hereafter erected within the building limits shall be made
6 rat-proof in a manner satisfactory to the commissioner.
7 All openings in foundations, cellars and basements in such
8 buildings, except for doors and hatchways, and except also
9 for such windows wholly above ground as may be exempted

10 by the building commissioner in his discretion, shall be
11 completely covered with bars of metal having meshes of
12 not more than one half of an inch in least dimension and
13 constructed of rods or wire of not less than twenty gauge,
14 -— so that the section as amended shall read as follows: —

C E L L A R S  R A T -PR O O FIN G .

15 Section 22. Cellars. — The cellar of every building,
16 where the grade or nature of the ground so requires, shall
17 be sufficiently protected from water and damp by a bed at
18 least two inches thick over the whole, of concrete, cement
19 and gravel, tar and gravel, or asphalt, or by bricks laid in
20 cement. No cellar or basement floor of any building shall
21 be constructed below the grade of twelve feet above mean
22 low water, unless such cellar is made waterproof to the
23 satisfaction of the commissioner. All metal foundations
24 and all constructional metal work , underground shall be



25 protected from dampness by concrete, or by other material
26 approved by the commissioner.
27 Rat-Proofing. — The cellar of every building hereafter
28 erected within the building limits shall be made rat-proof
29 in a manner satisfactory to the commissioner. All open- 
80 ings in foundations, cellars and basements in such build-
31 ings, except for doors and hatchways, and except also for
32 such windows wholly above ground as may be exempted by
33 the building commissioner in his discretion, shall be
34 completely covered with bars of metal having meshes of
35 not more than one half of an inch in least dimension and
36 constructed of rods or wire of not less than twenty gauge.

1 S e c t i o n  4. Said chapter five hundred and fifty of the
2 acts of the year nineteen hundred and seven is also further
3 amended by adding at the end of section twenty-three the
4 following: — If any portion of any building is lower than
5 the rest, the low portion may have ' walls of the thick-
6 nesses required for a building of height equal to that of the
7 low portion, — so that the section as amended shall read
8 as follows: —

T H IC K N ESS OF W ALLS.

9 Section 23. Habitations. — Except as provided in sec-
10 tion seventeen, the external walls above the foundation of
11 houses for habitation of first or second class construction,
12 and not exceeding sixteen hundred square feet in area and
13 not over three stories high, shall be not less than eight
14 inches thick for external walls and not less than twelve
15 inches thick for party walls. In case any part of such
16 buildings is adapted for any use other than habitation, all
17 walls shall be not less than twelve inches thick. All other
18 houses for habitation, not exceeding five thousand feet in
19 superficial area and not exceeding five stories or sixty-five
20 feet in height, above the basement, shall have all walls not
21 less than twelve inches thick.
22 Other than Habitations. — The external and party walls
23 of every building of the first or second class, except houses
24 for habitation, less than sixty-five feet in height shall be



25 twelve inches thick in the upper two stories not exceeding
26 twenty-five feet in height. In the section of two stories,
27 but not exceeding twenty-five feet next below, the Avails
28 shall be sixteen inches thick. In the next lower section of
29 three stories, but not exceeding thirty-seven feet, the
30 walls shall be twenty inches thick, and in each succeeding
31 section of three stories, but not exceeding thirty-seven
32 feet or any part thereof, the walls shall be four inches
33 thicker than the section next above it. The foundation
34 walls shall be at least four inches thicker than the required
35 thickness of the walls of the first story. The thickness
36 herein given shall apply to all masonry Avails unless they
37 are reinforced by a frame or skeleton of steel.
38 Ashlar. — In reckoning the thickness of Avails, ashlar
39 shall not be included unless the walls are at least sixteen
40 inches thick and the ashlar is at least , eight inches thick,
41 or unless alternate courses are at least four and eight
42 inches to alloAv bonding with th e  backing. Ashlar shall
43 be properly held by metal clamps to the backing or prop-
44 erly bonded to the same.
45 If any portion of any building is lower than the rest,
46 the low portion may have Avails of the thicknesses required
47 f o r  a b u i l d i n g  o f  h e i g h t  e q u a l  t o  t h a t  o f  t h e  Ioav p o r t i o n .

1 S e c t io n  5 . S a id  c h a p te r  five  h u n d r e d  a n d  f i f ty  of th e
2 acts of the year nineteen hundred and seven is also further
3 amended by adding at the end of section twenty-five the
4 following: — In a skeleton frame building brick facing of
5 not more than four inches in thickness may be bonded to
6 the  frame by  Avire ties, if o ther su itab le  precautions, satis-
7 factory to the commissioner, are taken. Such ties shall be
8 of galvanized wire or other suitable material satisfactory to
9 him, — so that the section as amended Avill read as follows: —

B R IC K W O R K  ■—  BON DING ,

10 Section 25. — Every eighth course, at least, of a brick
11 Avail shall be a full heading or bonding course, except where
12 walls are faced with face brick, in which case in every



13 eighth course a t least every other brick shall be a full
14 header. No diagonal header ties shall be used.
15 In a skeleton frame building brick facing of not more
16 than four inches in thickness may be bonded to the frame
17 by wire ties if other suitable precautions satisfactory to
18 the commissioner are taken. Such ties shall be of gal-
19 vanized wire or other suitable material satisfactory to him.

1 S e c t i o n  6. Said chapter five hundred and fifty of the
2 acts of the year nineteen hundred and seven, as amended
3 by chapter seven hundred and eighty-two of the acts of
4 the year nineteen hundred and fourteen, is also further
5 amended by striking out section thirty-two and inserting
6 in place thereof the following: —

F IR E  PR O TEC TIO N .

7 Section 32. All structural metal supporting or forming
8 part of the frame, floors, roof or columns of any building,
9 except as otherwise exempted in this act, shall be protected

10 against the effect of heat.
11 This protection shall consist of (a) Concrete. — Cast in
12 forms around and in direct contact with the structural
13 members and reinforced with galvanized iron or clamps or
14 hangers or with galvanized iron wires in such a manner as
15 to form a thorough bond. Concrete filling may be deemed
16 protection for the upper flanges where arch construction is
17 used.
18 (6) Porous Terra Cotta. — Clamped in place with steel
19 clamps or wrapped securely with number twelve galvanized
20 iron wire or metal lath in such manner as to hold each
21 block in place, set in mortar no poorer than one part
22 natural cement and two parts sand and (except where
23 arches abut) plastered with the same mortar at least one
24 half inch thick, and at least thick enough to make the
25 entire protection as thick as required in paragraph three.
26 Terra cotta blocks may be hollow but each face shall be
27 solid, and no flange shall be less than one inch thick.
28 (c) Brickwork. — Set in mortar no poorer than one part
29 natural cement and two parts sand.



30 If terra cotta blocks are used for protection, such blocks
31 man be hollow, but each face shall be solid, and no flange
32 shall be less than one inch thick.
33 This protection shall be, unless otherwise herein pro-
34 vided, a t least one inch thick and at least of the thickness
35 named in the following table: —

On columns built into a carrying w all: —
One and one half inches against the edges of flanges.
Four inches elsewhere.

On columns carrying floors or roofs or both: —
One and one half inches against the edges of flanges.
Three inches elsewhere.

On beams or girders carrying masonry w alls: —
One inch on top.
Two inches elsewhere.

On beams or girders carrying floors or roofs or both: —
One inch on top.
One and one half inches elsewhere.

On beams deeper than 15 inches or having a flange width of more than 
inches:—

One inch on top.
Two inches elsewhere.

On lugs, brackets, braces and similar minor construction members and 
beyond the tips of rivets: —

Three quarters of an inch.

36 Exterior Columns. — About isolated columns on the ex-
37 terior of buildings, the thickness of protection may be
38 reduced to one inch, when the same is covered with an
39 outer shell of cast iron or steel.
40 Built-up Columns or Girders. — When a column or girder
41 is formed of built-up shapes, the spaces between flanges
42 shall be filled solid with protecting material, but this pro-
43 tection need not extend more than one inch beyond the
44 edges of projecting angles, bars or channels. The pro-
45 tection shall cover all lugs, brackets, braces, etc.
46 Plaster on metal lath shall not be considered as a fire
47 protection for steel or iron structural members, except that
48 where suspended ceilings of metal lath and plaster leave
49 not less than one inch of air space against the protective



50 covering of such structural member, this protective cover-
51 ing may be one inch in thickness.
52 Metal lath and plaster, where used for the requirements
53 of this section, shall have a total thickness, not counting
54 clinches, of not less than three quarters of an inch.
55 Xo pipes, wires, cables or other material, excepting electric
56 conduits and gas pipes, not over one inch nominal di-
57 ameter and spaced not less than three inches on centers,
58 may be encased within or embedded in the required thick-
59 ness of any protective covering.
60 Metal in roof construction or structural metal roof
61 trusses, if not enclosed, may be unprotected for any part
62 more than fifteen feet from the floor below. When en-
63 closed, or for any part less than fifteen feet from the floor
64 below, the protection may be metal lath and cement
65 plaster on all members, or a suspended ceiling with metal
66 lath and plaster, with all hanging rods, ties, stiffening,
67 etc., of metal. When there is an opening in such ceiling
68 there shall be a shaft of the same construction extending
69 to the roof covering, or members shall be protected.

‘ 70 This provision for roof construction does not apply when
71 any floor loads are carried, except the loads through sus-
72 pension rods of narrow balconies, and does not apply for
73 roofs supporting roof gardens.
74 For metal work in a non-bearing partition, and for
75 furrings and metal used only to support finish or equip-
76 ment, and for metal of stair construction, suspension rods
77 for balconies, steel work of theatre stages, fly galleries and
78 rigging lofts, no protection is required.
79 The above requirements as to fire protection shall not
80 apply to the following: —
81 (a) Structural metal in second or third class buildings
82 in any case in which wood without fire protection would be
83 permissible under this act.
84 (b) Structural metal facing on enclosed spaces that are
85 strutted up or hung down from floors or roofs where the
86 tops, bottoms and walls or partitions of such spaces are
87 protected against fire or the outer side, as required else-
88 where in this act.



89 (c) Lintel angles under stone or brick unless over fifteen
90 feet space.
91 (d)' Buildings built in whole or in part of a better class
92 of construction than required by this act shall be required
93 to have only such protection for structural metal as would
94 be required in a building of the type that would be al-
95 lowed in the given case.
96 (e) Composite buildings may be built only outside the
97 fire limits and need comply only with the requirements for
98 third class buildings as to fire protection and exterior finish.
99 In work in connection with alterations of existing build-

100 ings, the character and amount of protection for steel and
101 ironwork shall be made satisfactory to the commissioner.
102 Whenever any protective material or structural metal is,
103 in the opinion of the commissioner, liable to injury by
104 trucks or merchandise, there shall be wood or metal
105 guards applied as he may require.
106 For buildings of third class construction apply metal
107 lath and plaster to entire basement ceiling; apply fire-
108 stopping of masonry or sheet metal in exterior walls at all
109 floor levels, between floor joist over all girders and bearing
110 partitions, from plate to under side of roof boarding and
111 between rafters over furrings enclosing spaces under the
112 roof.
113 For buildings of second class construction apply metal
114 lath and plaster to entire basement ceiling; apply fire-
115 stopping of masonry not less than four inches in thickness
116 between floor joist over all girders and bearing partitions
117 and from plate to under side of roof boarding; apply
118 firestopping of metal or masonry between rafters, over
119 furrings enclosing spaces under roof; fill solid with mortar
120 between strap furrings on brick walls for five inches above
121 and below the floor beams.
122 For buildings of second and third classes, the spaces
123 between the stringers of stairs and joists of landings, unless
124 stairs are unceiled or of incombustible materials, shall be
125 firestopped with masonry, metal, or not less than seven
126 eighths of an inch of wood, for at least twice in each
127 flight of stairs.



128 Firestopping shall completely fill all openings where
129 applied; all chases or enclosures for pipes shall be fire-
130 stopped adjacent to other required firestopping and by
131 the same materials, except that metal lath and plaster may
132 be used.
133 No building operations shall be permitted which will
134 create unnecessary permanent spaces where rats will find
135 refuge from their enemies and breed.
136 In every building of second or third class construction
137 each floor shall be thoroughly stopped by a continuous
138 layer of asbestos fabric, magneso calcite or other fire-
139 resisting material approved by the commissioner.
140 Furnaces and Smoke Pipes. — The tops of all heating
141 furnaces and smoke pipes shall be a t least one foot below
142 the nearest wooden beams or ceilings. All ceilings im-
143 mediately over a furnace or boiler, and for six feet on
144 each side thereof, and all ceilings over indirect radiators
145 shall, except under fireproof floors, be metal lathed and
146 plastered,
147 Register Boxes. — All hot-air register boxes in the floors
148 or partitions of buildings shall be set in soapstone or
149 equally fireproof borders and not less than two inches in
150 width, shall be made of tin plate, and shall have double
151 pipes and boxes properly fitted to the soapstone. Hot-air
152 pipes and register boxes shall be at least one inch from any
153 woodwork, and register boxes shall be fifteen inches by
154 twenty-five inches or larger, and their connecting pipes
155 shall be two inches from any woodwork. If indirect hot
156 water or indirect steam heat is used, the commissioner
157 may modify or dispense with the foregoing requirements.
158 I ent and Smoke Pipes. — All vent or smoke pipes for
159 stoves, furnaces or heaters, not including gas stoves, here-
160 after installed shall be placed not nearer than twelve inches
161 to any lath, plaster or board partition, ceiling or wood-
162 work. Where such pipes pass through a lath and plaster
163 or board partition, they shall be protected by ventilated
164 metal collars at least six inches larger in diameter than
165 the pipe. Where such pipes enter the chimney, the open-
166 ing into the same shall be protected by a metal collar



167 built at least four inches into the brickwork of the chimney.
168 No such pipe shall pass through the roof or exterior wall
169 of any building. Such pipes when within eighteen inches
170 of a ceiling shall be protected by having the ceiling over
171 them, and at least two feet wide, wire-lathed and plastered
172 or by having a shield of metal of the same width hung
173 from the floor timbers, and at least six inches distant
174 therefrom. Vent pipes to gas stoves, if placed nearer
175 than three inches to any woodwork or lath and plaster
176 partition, shall be protected with incombustible material.

1 S e c t i o n  7. Said chapter five hundred and fifty of the
2 acts of the year nineteen hundred and seven is also further
3 amended by striking out section thirty-four and inserting
4 in place thereof the following: —

TIM B ER S IN  W A LLS OF SECOND CLASS B U IL D IN G S.

5 Section 34- The ends of all wooden floor or roof timbers
6 in second class buildings shall enter the wall to a depth
7 of at least four inches; and the ends of all such beams
8 shall be so shaped or arranged that in case of fire they
9 may fall without injury to the wall.

1 S e c t i o n  8. Said chapter five hundred and fifty of the
2 acts of the year nineteen hundred and seven, as amended
3 by chapter five hundred and ninety-five of the acts of the
4 year nineteen hundred and fourteen, is also further amended
5 by striking out section thirty-six and inserting in place
6 thereof the following: —

LOADS.

7 Section 36. Dead loads shall consist of the weight of
8 walls, floors, roofs, and permanent partitions. The weights
9 of various materials shall be assumed as follows: —

Pounds per 
Cubic Foot.

B e e c h , ..................................................................................................................... 42
B i r c h , .............................................................................................................. 42
B ric k w o rk ,........................................................................................................... 120
Concrete, cinder, s t r u c t u r a l , ..................................................................... 1 0 8



Pounds per 
C ubic Foot.

Concrete, cinder, floor f i l l in g , ................................................................ 96
Concrete, stone, . . .   144
G r a n i t e , ................................................................................................. 168
Granolithic surface,  ................................................................................. 144
Limestone, . .   150
M aple,.......................................................................................................... 42
M a r b l e , ................................................................................................. 168
O a k , ............................................................................................   48
Pine, Southern y e l l o w , ......................................................................... 42
S an d sto n e ,..................................................................................................144
S p r u c e , .................................................................................................. 30
Terra cotta, architectural, voids u n f i l l e d , ................................................. 72
Terra cotta, architectural, voids f i l l e d , ........................................................ 120

Pounds per 
Square Foot.

Gravel or slag and felt r o o f i n g , .................................................................... 6
Plastering on metal lath, exclusive of f u r r i n g , ........................................... 8

10 Live loads shall include all loads except dead loads.
11 Every permit shall state the purpose for which the building
12 is to be used and all floors and stairs shall be of sufficient
13 strength to bear safely the weight to be imposed thereon
14 in addition to the dead load, but shall safely support a
15 minimum uniformly distributed live load per square foot as
16 specified in the following table: —

C l a s s  o f  B u i l d i n g . Pounds per 
Square Foot.

Armories, assem bly halls, and gym nasium s.................................................................... 100

Fire houses: —
Apparatus f l o o r s , ............................................................................................................ 1 5 0
Residence and stable f l o o r s , ......................................................................................... 5 0

Garages, private, not more than tw o c a r s , ..................................................................... 7 5

Garages, p u b l i c , ...................................................................................................................... 150

G r a n d s t a n d s , ............................................................................... 100

Hotels, lodging houses, boarding houses, clubs, convents, hospitals, asylum s  
and detention buildings: —

Public p o r t i o n s , ............................................................................... 100
Residence p o r t io n s , ................................................. 5 0

Manufacturing, h e a v y , ........................................................... 2 5 0

Manufacturing, l i g h t , ....................................... 125

Office buildings: —
First f l o o r , ........................................................... 125
All other f l o o r s , ....................................... 7 5



C l a s s  o f  B u i l d i n g .
Pounds per 

Square Foot.

P ublic buildings: —
Public p o r t i o n s , ............................................................................................................. 100
Office p o r t io n s ,....................................................................................................................... 75

R esidence buildings, including p o r c h e s , ...................................................................... 50

Schools and colleges: —
A ssem bly h a l l s , ............................................................................................................. 100
Class rooms never to be used as assem bly h a l l s , .................................................. 50

Sidewalks, ................................................................................................................................. 250
(Or 8,000 pounds concentrated, whichever gives the larger m om ent or shear.)

Stables, public or mercantile: —
Street entrance f l o o r s , ................................................................................................... 150
Feed r o o m , ....................................................................................................................... 150
Carriage r o o m , ....................................................................................................................... 50
Stall r o o m , ....................................................................................................................... 50

Stairs, corridors, and fire escapes from armories, assem bly halls and gym na 100
sium s.

Stairs, corridors, and fire escapes except from armories, assem bly halls, and 75
gym nasium s.

Storage, h e a v y , ....................................................................................................................... 250

Storage, l i g h t , ....................................................................................................................... 125

Stores, r e t a i l , ....................................................................................................................... 125

Stores, w h o l e s a l e , ............................................................................................................. 250

17 The commissioner may require design for heavier loads
18 than the above minimum values if, in his judgment, the
19 purpose of the building or vibrating machinery requires it.
20 For buildings or structures not included in the above table
21 the commissioner shall establish allowable live loads.
22 The commissioner may prescribe the maximum loads
23 which may be imposed upon the floors of existing buildings.
24 No use or occupation of a building for a purpose other
25 than that for which it is designed to be. used, as set forth
26 in the permit upon which it was erected, and no change in
27 the use or occupation of a building which will increase the
28 floor load beyond the capacity prescribed for such use and
29 occupation shall be made unless, upon application there-
30 for, the commissioner shall issue a permit on condition
31 that the proposed use will not endanger the safety of the
32 building or the health or the safety of the occupants
33 thereof.
34 Before any building hereafter erected is occupied, in
35 whole or in part, as a business building, • and before any
36 building already erected but not previously occupied as a



37 business building, is occupied or used, in whole or in part,
38 for such purpose, the safe live load for each floor as ap-
39 proved by the commissioner shall be marked on metal
40 plates of character approved by him and which shall be
41 supplied and securely affixed by owner in a conspicuous
42 place in the story to which it relates. I t  shall be the duty
43 of the occupants of the building to maintain such plates
44 during their occupancy and the owner of the building or
45 his agent shall cause the same to be properly affixed with
46 each change of occupancy. No person shall place or cause
47 or permit to be placed on any floor of any building any
48 greater load than the approved safe load.
49 Every plank, slab and arch, and every floor beam carry-
50 ing one hundred square feet of floor or less, shall be of
51 sufficient strength to bear safely the combined dead and
52 liye load supported by it, but the floor live loads may be
53 reduced for other parts of the structure as follows: —
54 In all buildings except armories, garages, gymnasiums,
55 storage buildings, wholesale stores, and assembly halls, for
56 all flat slabs of over one hundred square feet area, rein-
57 forced in two or more directions and for all floor beams,
58 girders or trusses carrying over one hundred square feet
59 or floor, ten per cent reduction.
60 For the same, but carrying over two hundred square
61 feet of floor, fifteen per cent reduction.
62 For the same, but carrying over three hundred square
63 feet of floor, twenty-five per cent reduction.
64 These reductions shall not be made if the member carries
65 more than one floor and therefore has its live load reduced
66 according to the table below.
67 In public garages, for all flat slabs of over three hundred
68 square feet area, reinforced in more than one direction,
69 and for all floor beams, girders, and trusses carrying over
70 three hundred square feet of floor and for all columns,
71 walls, piers, and foundations, twenty-five per cent reduc-
72 tion.
73 In all buildings except storage buildings, wholesale stores
74 and public garages, for all columns, girders, trusses, walls
75 piers and foundations —



Carrying one floor, . 
Carrying two floors, 
Carrying three floors, 
Carrying four floors, 
Carrying five floors, 
Carrying six floors, .

No reduction.
25 per cent reduction. 
40 per cent reduction. 
50 per cent reduction. 
55 per cent reduction. 
60 per cent reduction.

76 Roofs shall be designed to safely support minimum live
77 loads as follows: —
78 Roofs with pitch of four inches or less per foot, a vertical
79 load of forty pounds per square foot of horizontal projec-
80 tion applied either to half or to the whole of the roof.
81 Roofs with pitch of more than four inches and not more
82 than eight inches per foot, a vertical load of fifteen pounds
83 per square foot (of horizontal projection and a wind load of
84 ten pounds per square foot) of surface acting at right
85 angles to one slope, these two loads being assumed to act
86 either together or separately.
87 Roofs with pitch of more than eight inches and not more
88 than twelve inches per foot, a vertical load of ten pounds
89 per square foot of horizontal projection and a wind load of
90 fifteen pounds per square foot of surface acting at right
91 angles to one slope, these two loads being assumed to act
92 either together or separately.
93 Roofs with pitch of more than twelve inches per foot,
94 a vertical load of five pounds per square foot of horizontal
95 projection and a wind load of twenty pounds per square
96 foot of surface acting at right angles to one slope, these
97 two loads being assumed to act either together or sep-
98 arately.
99 All buildings and structures shall be calculated to resist

100 a pressure per square foot on any vertical surface as fol-
101 lows: —

For 40 feet in h e ig h t , ...........................................................................10 pounds.
Portions from 40 to 80 feet above ground, . . . .  15 pounds.
Portions more than 80 feet above ground, . . . .  20 pounds.

102 But the commissioner may require a building or structure
103 to be designed for larger pressures than those given in the
104 table, if, in his judgment, the exposure requires it.
105 If the resisting moments of the materials of construction



106 are not sufficient to resist the moment of distortion due to
107 wind pressure without exceeding the stresses allowed in this
108 law, additional bracing shall be introduced to supply the
109 deficiency in the moment.

1 S e c t i o n  9. Said chapter five hundred and fifty of the
2 acts of the year nineteen hundred and seven, as amended
3 by chapter seven hundred and eighty-two, section five, of
4 the acts of the year nineteen hundred and four, is also
5 further amended by striking out said section thirty-nine
6 and inserting in place thereof the following: —

W O O D EN  B U ILD IN G S.

7 Section 39. Foundations. — Every wooden building here-
8 after erected or enlarged, outside of the building limits,
9 shall have a foundation of rubble block granite or brick or

10 concrete, carried up to the surface of the ground, and no
11 round or boulder stone shall be used. Every such founda-
12 tion, if of brick or concrete, shall be at least twelve inches
13 thick, and if of granite shall be at least eighteen inches
14 thick, and if of rubble shall be a t least twenty inches
15 thick, and shall be laid a t least four feet below any sur-
16 face exposed to frost and upon the solid ground or upon
17 piles properly spaced.
18 Underpinning. — Every such wooden building hereafter
19 erected or enlarged, the sills of which do not rest directly
20 upon a foundation as above described but on an under-
21 pinning, shall have such underpinning made of brick, stone
22 or concrete, and the underpinning, if of brick or concrete,
23 shall be at least twelve inches thick, and if of stone shall
24 be at least sixteen inches thick.
25 Framing. Every wooden building hereafter erected or
26 enlarged shall have all its parts of sufficient strength to
27 carry the weight of the superstructure, shall be built with
28 sills, posts, girts, studs and ’plates properly framed, mor-
29 tised, tenoned, braced and pinned in each story. The
30 posts and girts shall be not less than four inches by six
31 inches in cross section, and the studs shall be not more
32 than twenty inches on centers, and no ledger board shall
33 be used in any structure.



.


